Kalimba Latino for Alto Kalimba
This is a small download that has some music for the Alto Kalimba that isn’t available anywhere else. The songs
are:
Cielito Lindo Basic (melody only)
Cielito Lindo Advanced (expanding on the melody with nice harmonies)
Cumbia
(a basic cumbia rhythm and accompaniment part)
Latino_3
(a typical salsa theme - short)
Montuno
(another salsa-type bit of music - fast)
Montuno_2
(another salsa-type song - not as difficult as the previous piece, but this one is
long and develops music nicely, adding harmonies and adding little examples
of how you might play the montuno bass line for three measures and improvise
something different on the fourth measure.)
* Saint Behind the Glass * For TREBLE KALIMBA and Cloud 9 Marimbula (a 1-octave Bass Kalimba)
Written by Los Lobos, this music was the only redeeming feature of the
Jack Black movie Nacho Libre. Basically just the harp introduction to the song.

WHAT FILES ARE IN THIS DOWNLOAD?
For each song, we include
* a PDF file, a graphical image of the tablature. View on your screen or print out.
* an MP3 file (no, I didn’t play all of these songs, this is a recording of KTabS - the program that I use
to lay out the tablature - playing through my computer speakers - so low tech!) so you can hear
what the song is supposed to sound like.
* a KTabS file, which can be played by the KTabS Reader or the full KTabS program.
For help reading the tablature, go to: http://www.kalimbamagic.com/learnhow/learnhow_tablature.php
Learn more about KTabS:
http://www.kalimbamagic.com/learnhow/learnhow_ktabs.php

Sorry there isn’t more here - on the other hand, people have been asking for this music, and it has been sitting around on my hard drive for years - so for what its worth, here it is! Enjoy!

Mark Holdaway
Kalimba Magic
Tucson AZ
12/13/2014
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